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NEXT MEETING –
Sunday 13 June 2010 7.00 pm
SUNNYNOOK COMMUNITY CENTRE
CNR SUNNYNOOK RD & SYCAMORE DR, SUNNYNOOK
Tonight we farewell our hosted students who are returning in July.
Come and spend time with them and their families, as well as our midstay students.
You will have the opportunity to mix and mingle, and there will be
activities for all students.


Farewell speeches by departing students.



Bring a plate – enjoy a great supper.



Host families – selected students & families – returnees – ALL
WELCOME! Come and make this a memorable evening.

Farewell to the following students:
Moritz Poett, Germany
Johanes Aden (Fabian), Germany
Maibrit Hahn, Denmark
Elaia Erdin, Switzerland

Charlotte Loutsch, Belgium
Gon Frem Bestani, Argentina
Christian Posadas, Peru

ORIENTATION
Orientations and Chapter meetings are compulsory
Non-attendance may mean a student doesn’t go away
Orientation Session: Sunday 13 June, Sunnynook Centre, Students 2.00pm – 7.00pm,
Parents 6.00 – 7.00pm
Orientation for Parents of Mid year returning students – Sunday June 13
Sunnynook Community Centre 6.30-7.00pm
For ALL ORIENTATIONS: Any problems / queries please contact
Iona Bonney ph: 021 301051 or orientation@afsns.org.nz

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Well, welcome to winter. We have had a slow start to winter with the long dry summer lingering on, but
this has certainly been forgotten with “the big wet” now upon us.
AFS also experienced a slow start to the selection for 2010, but it has now “taken off” and we
congratulate those that have applied to join one of our programmes, and wish you all success in the
selection process, and for your ultimate journey into another culture.
Next meeting we will say goodbye to an absolutely lovely bunch of teenagers. I had the pleasure of
spending time with them at End of Stay Camp last weekend. I am always in awe as to the courage of
these people that travel to another part of the world to take on the challenge of another culture. I often
wonder, are they really the same people that I met less than a year ago? From the shy ones to the ones
with little English, they have all developed in such a short time, and some will indeed be future leaders of
our world.
Even more recently “Cultural Detective” arrived in town. This training session enthused us all again in
what really is the cornerstone of AFS, “cultural appreciation is what we are all about.”
In recent times, some of our students overseas have been experiencing some difficult times. However,
once again AFS has risen to the challenge and “sorted it” and I trust that the students are all now on a
happy path to a fulfilling exchange. It can be said that „the greater the challenge the greater the reward.‟
Good luck and best wishes to those that are about to leave us, and to those about to return. All the
students are about to commence their journey into another aspect of their lives, but with the skills and
experience to lead the world with all they have learnt from AFS.
Cheers
Winston

ANNOUNCING THE AFS 2010 NATIONAL RAFFLE
Welcome everybody to that all important function of any volunteer organisation –
FUNDRAISING.
AFS have organised terrific
prizes, and again in 2009
AFS North Shore enjoyed
selling the winning ticket!
Tickets will be available at
the 13th June Chapter
Meeting. This is a most
significant fundraiser for us,
and I trust that you will all
do your utmost to support
us.
If you can’t afford the time,
then perhaps you could
simply buy a whole book
(or more ).
Please
contact
David
Williams
(North
Shore
Coordinator) on 441-4296,
or dcpes@xnet.co.nz

STUDENTS!
$

$

$ $
Your chance to make some money…….

AFS annual raffle – keep $5 for every book you sell! 10 tickets per
book – see who can sell the most!
Remember: any student who introduces a new family who hosts an
AFS student for a semester or year programme will be rewarded with
$200. A great chance to make yourself some extra spending money.

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE FOLLOWING HOSTED
STUDENTS:
Antonella from Paraguay on 13 June
And apologies to Moritz from Germany,
whose birthday on 13 May was left out last time…
(However we understand his birthday was celebrated in style!)

HOSTING
Our North Shore chapter is well down on our hosting numbers for the incoming July
students. We are expected to host 5 YP students (year long ones) and 5 IP
students (two month intensives) but to date we have hosting families for only 2 YPs
and 3 IPs. PLEASE, if you can help with hosting in any way, even for a short period,
it will help to get these students to New Zealand on time. It is so upsetting for
them to have to be delayed.
Please contact Heather or Su at hosting@afsns.org.nz for any further information.
Many thanks.

SELECTION
Round 2 Selection Day –
Saturday 26 June 8:30 am – 3 pm approximately
Venue: Glenfield Presbyterian Church
If you are interested in joining a selection team at any time in the future, please
contact Susan or Jenny at selection@afsns.org.nz Training will be given, and you
will always be placed on a panel with experienced interviewers.
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HOSTED STUDENTS’ NEWS
Greetings! I’m Maibrit from Denmark. I’ve only got one month left in New Zealand, which
means I've been here more or less a year!
It’s sad to think about everything I’ll be leaving behind when I step on that plane heading
home.
I know it’ll be hard saying goodbye to all the people I’ve gotten to know during this year.
But this exchanging year is still the best thing that’s ever come across me, and I wouldn’t
change it for anything.
I’ve experienced and learned a lot here, not just about New Zealand, but about my own
country and culture, including me personally as well.
I look at things different and am now aware what is important in life.
I’ve created friends from around the globe which made my passion for travelling grow even
bigger.
I’m already planning my next adventure in South America, which I didn’t have courage to
visit, before now.
This journey has brought a lot of tears and hard decisions along the way. But I choose to
think that these tough experiences
has made me grow as a person and made me understand that life isn’t always easy.
What I found really different was to experience Christmas in summer time. I swam in the
swimming pool
while my family in Denmark was dancing around the Christmas tree, with snow falling down
outside their window.
Another thing that’s been different for me is the landscape. Denmark is super flat,
and I still can’t get used to the massive hills in New Zealand and not being able to bike
everywhere I want.
The summer was really hot and I enjoyed every minute of it. In the holiday I went different
places on the North Island with my current host family who are truly awesome, and I’m so
grateful to be a part of their family.
In the April holidays I went for 10 days with AFS students down to south island where we
had an amazing time and saw the beautiful nature that New Zealand is famous for.
I did Bungy jumping and skydiving in Queenstown which is the most epic stuff I’ve done in
my entire life.
Living in a big city (well, the biggest you can find in New Zealand, Auckland) has also been a
great experience for me, since I grew up in a small town.
But I’ve also enjoyed the little things such as playing sport for my school, partying kiwi style,
wearing school uniform
and just hanging out with friends and watching them drive at the age of 15 (on the left side
of the road = the wrong side) has also been great memories.
I’ve made new friends on each AFS camp and had heaps of fun with them as well with my
kiwi friends. I don’t know how to explain this year, there is so much to tell.
But I’ll make it short and thank all the people who have taken part of my exchange year and
made it so special. Thank you AFS for making this possible for me.
And Winston, you are the man!
Gon from Argentina
New Zealand, a beautiful place, have a lot of things to do and a lot of things to know.
Actually my 4 months here were awesome, here I had everything for be happy, I found a
beautiful place, a close family, a nice school, and the most important thing I found here is
something its not from here, my friends. I think here in NZ I found maybe the best kind of
people, every activity, every trip, every camp, were with them, we spend a beautiful moment
of our life together and I ll never forget that. We could make a really close group, and after
NZ I would like to see them again, Dominic, Christian, Pierre, Pilou, Maibrit, Laila, Moritz,
Amanda, Karina, Francisco, Ana, Monica, Anto, Laurence, Adrian, Georgia, Matias, Salvador,

Sander, Ronan, Marta, Chio, Sonia, ETC. Thank you guys for make my experience like this,
I’ll never forget any of you, and it will be hard to say good bye, specially I know I’ll never
see some of you again.
Actually I regret of choose for 6 months, and I know a lot of you guys feel disappointed of
me for doing that, but I tried to do my best for extend the trip, unfortunately I couldn’t. That
is one of the reasons (is not the only) I am against to AFS NZ politics, but I want to say
thank you to the volunteers, everyone was awesome with us, always trying to help, or make
funny the differents activities, and I can’t not say thank you to my Family, for supporting me
for 6 months, I am so greatful with every one and I love them all
NEW ZEALAND THANK YOU FOR INTRODUCE ME ALL THIS BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE
Gon
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Kathryn Bolton (Wisconsin, USA) 26 May 2010
Kia Ora everyone,
It has been a while since I saw you all last!
I have has such a great time, and I have been so busy I haven't had a lot of time to write to people.
Anyway I am staying in the town of Cedarburg, in Wisconsin USA.
It has finally started to warm up after the very snowy and cold winter I got to experience.
Well here is a recap of the past few months.
Firstly, there was Christmas and New Year. It was really weird to be celebrating these holidays in the middle of
winter, and without my family.
At this point in my exchange I felt like I had not been here very long, even though it had been like 5 months. Things
were still very new, and I still felt like an outsider with most things. I had a really enjoyable Christmas, and New Year,
visiting my host family's relatives here and in Michigan. While in Michigan we went snowboarding, and I found out it
is a lot harder than it looks!
Then after winter break we had exams. These were really easy in comparison to what we have to go through in NZ.
They were all around 1 hour long and mostly multiple choice.
Then we started 2nd semester at school, and it has been so different. I suddenly felt like it had actually been a while
since I arrived, and that I was actually a part of the school. I knew more people and felt at home. My classes this
semester have been great, and make me feel like the ones I took last semester were terrible! They are all so much
more enjoyable. I really do enjoy school here now!
Then we had what seemed like a really short stretch through to Spring break and Easter!
Then for spring break I had the most amazing vacation with my host family (minus my older host sister, Emily) down
to the Mexican Riviera. We took a 10 day cruise out of San Diego, and it was amazing! We got to see and do so
much, from walking around ancient ruins to swimming with dolphins, I truly will never forget that trip.
Then all the fun began, and I have been busy every weekend since we got back from Mexico!
First I had prom, which was really similar to my school ball back in NZ. Except they do the whole prom king, prom
queen deal! But that was really fun to watch. I had a great night and really enjoyed it.
Then I went on a trip across to Pennsylvania to Sarah who came to the North Shore chapter back at the end of 2008
for 6 months. We got paired up in a meeting one day to talk about the States, so she could let me in on some info
that I might not know, and we became really good friends.
It was a very short trip, but a lot of fun. It was great to catch up and meet some of her friends, and see another side
to the States. This really is a country where no matter where you go, you are bound to se something new!
Then I finally got a weekend off to rest and recuperate, before heading to New York City for four days. It was one of
the most energetic trips I've been on. We walked from breakfast to bed time each day, and my feet killed me by the
time we got home.
I absolutely loved the trip, we all had so much fun. There were 10 exchange students, including myself and two
chaperones. Our group was made up of kids from Thailand, Germany, Japan, Chile, Czech, Norway, & Italy. We
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covered all the main tourist attractions, and were set free on Times Square possibly too many times. We were also
able to go to the AFS headquarters in Manhattan, and were given the pleasure of meeting AFS USA's President. He
spoke to us for a while, and answered any questions we had. It was really nice to meet the "guy in charge of it all"
and get to hear his AFS story. He told us how he felt when he went home.
The week after the NYC trip just happened to be my 18th birthday. So my host family wanted to do something
special for me. So we drove over to the Mall Of America in Minnesota.
It’s like a 7 hour drive, except for the fact that it was My Host Mom, Sister and I, so being three girls on a road trip we
made plenty of candy and snack stops along the way.
Since then I have not really done anything all to crazy, just trying to finish up all the school work that keeps being
piled on.
I have some exciting things coming up, my host family and I are going camping in Southern Illinois this weekend.
Then two weeks after that I get to walk graduation with the graduating class at my high school, Cedarburg High.
And also at the end of June my mum is coming out from NZ to spend some time with me and my host family, and
then drag me back to NZ.
So that’s it really for what I've been up to and what’s coming up.
Unfortunately I have to pack up all this "stuff" I have somehow acquired over the past 10 months and get it all back
across the Pacific. I really don’t think my parents understand when I say I have a lot, like my closet here kinda
doesn’t close anymore, pretty much like it was back home before I left!
Well I will be really sad to have to leave, but I am just as excited to come home and see my family and friends... I'm
torn between the two places already!
see you all soon, Keep Smiling,
Kathryn

James Anderson (Belgium) 28 May 2010
Hey Everyone,
So I've been away for just over three months now and it's been incredible. You know, the usual exchange student
hype that most of us seem to get. Seriously, its great, although I'm going to try and refrain from using excessive
exclamation marks etc. You know, desperately attempt to give the impression that I'm not completely giddy with
adolescence... How well I'll succeed is of course another issue altogether. And here we go...
It's really difficult to sum up three months of total chaos. One thing I'm hoping will make it a little easier is the fact
that I've been keeping a blog. I know its kinda cheating to just throw a link up here but hey, what the hell, let’s do it
anyway.
My blog is http://belgiumcorrespondent.blogspot.com/ for anyone who wants to have casual peruse. It basically
chronicles my experiences here in a long, ranting kind of way, with my own brand of more-than-slightly strange
humour. Love it, hate it, nurture it when it's ill, whatever takes your fancy. It’s linked to facebook and some other
social sites so feel free to link up via my page. You know, go crazy. Click on everything. Chances are it'll probably be
beneficial to my blog in some obscure way. Maybe stay away from the report abuse button...
Some things I will say here. Since I've been here I've travelled to Portugal, Paris and Amsterdam, all of which have
been very different, but very good. Of course I've been to some great places in Belgium as well. Details of all of the
above are in the blog.
The host family side of things is really good. The guys are really cool and due to a combination of that and a good
public transport system, I'm mostly free to do my own thing.
Life here is very spontaneous for me, never really know what's going to happen by the end of the day. This is usually
due to work- working in a youth press agency tends to make everything fairly impromptu. Which is good, it means
things don't get too monotonous. Most of my friends are from work which is great cause I get to see them all the
time. Most days after work we end up having drinks and just chilling out before heading home. Made friends with
the barman. Always good for a free drink or two.
Speaking of bars, Belgium has over 500 brands of locally made beer.(!!!!!) And its awesome. I like to see it as a
personal challenge. So I've tasted a fair amount of beer here. Only ever in highly controlled and responsible
conditions of course. Ahem. Right, moving on...
I've met a lot of interesting people here, made great friends and learnt a lot along the way (God I sound like some
kids show). There is still plenty more to come though.
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Was going to end this there but I can't resist mentioning this. In early July I'm going to this four day festival. It’s got
the most insane line-up if you're into rock, which I am. It’s called Rock Werchter – it’s been voted the best festival in
the world(!) several times. Check out the website for the full lineup of pure musical heaven, but to name drop a few;
Pearl Jam, Muse, Vampire weekend, them crooked vultures, Wolfmother.... the list goes on.... like for a while. Okay,
glad I got that out of my system.
For anyone who wants to contact me or comment via my blog, would love to hear how everything is back home and
how you guys all are - even if we don't know each other yet :)
See you later people (well... in a few months)
Signing out, James Anderson

Bryan Wong (Denmark) 28 May 2010
Hej alle,
These first few months have been absolutely breathtaking. I‟m currently in Denmark on a year exchange. At the time I
wrote this, I would have been chillaxing during my three month long summer vacation.
The appropriate way to start this recount of my exchange would be from the very beginning; the journey over here.
There, we faced an unexpected turn of events. While we were waiting at the Singapore Changi Airport, our flight to
Frankfurt was cancelled. In compensation, the two others who were travelling to Denmark with me, Samantha, whom
is also from the North Shore branch, and Ben, from Cambridge, and I, were given a complimentary stay at a 5-star
hotel in the city, free 5-star buffet meals at the hotel the next day, and a free tour of the city. Afterwards, we were
rerouted to Paris and our journey continues.
Upon arrival, we met up with one of the national AFS volunteers at the airport, who led us to the orientation camp.
There were about fifteen exchange students at the camp, since most of the AFSers going to Denmark arrive in the
middle of the year. Although our camp was small, it was enjoyable nonetheless. We were introduced to some of the
national foods, especially some sort of sour rye bread called rugbrød, and taught simple phrases like “My name is...”
in Danish. Unfortunately, because of our little mishap at Singapore, we missed the first day of the camp, so we only
got one and a half days of orientation. The day after we arrived in Denmark, we met our host families. My host family
lives in a large farm house in a town called Toksværd, near the city of Næstved. I have one older brother, Martin.
We‟re in the same class at school, and we share many common interests. My younger sister, Maria, is currently in
Argentina on an AFS exchange, and will be back late July. Both my host parents, Birthe and Hans, work at two of the
nearby churches as sextons.
I study at HTX, a science and technology focused high school in the city. What struck me as odd straight away was the
informality. Cell phones, MP3 players, food and drink were all allowed in the classroom. Laptops were used in every
class, and there wasn‟t a single person not on MSN or Facebook during class. Teachers being addressed by their first
names was the strangest and the hardest to adjust to because I‟m so used to calling them “Sir” or “Miss”. Since
students don‟t move around for different classes, I‟ve become good friends with my entire class.
Club activities are bothersome. Schools don‟t have sports clubs or extracurricular activities. You have to go out into
the city or nearby towns to find clubs. Currently, I have language school on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and Parkour on
Wednesdays. After the summer, I‟m going to join a Judo and Aikido club that I‟ve been looking at, and probably an
inline skating/rollerblading club for fun. :D
I‟ll be spending the coming holidays with friends and family. In July, I‟m going to travel to Italy and Belgium
(Chachou, I hope you‟re reading this :D), and in August, I‟ll meet all the new AFS arrivals at the AFS summer
orientation camp.
I‟ve met a lot of amazing people this year, people I won‟t ever forget. To all the selected students, make the most out
of the coming year and most importantly, have fun.
Kindest Regards / Med venlig hilsen, Bryan

Kieran Simmons (Peru) 28 May 2010
Hola!
I'm writing this from Puno Peru. It's 3800 metres above sea level where I'm currently residing. During the days the
sun is bright and at night I have to wear two jumpers just walking around the house. (Needless to say the shorts that
I brought with me have become a forgotten thing of the past)
When I first arrived in Puno, I arrived at my new house and met my new family! Every one is great and I was really
lucky with who I got. On the first night my 2 twenty year old sisters took me out to a karaoke bar and to drink vino
caliente! I soon found out that the mix of wine, karaoke and the sudden change in altitude (3800 metres) took some
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getting used to. For the first 2 nights I didn't sleep at all and could hardly breathe. I'd have to say the worst 2 nights
of my life!. After those 2 nights and my parents looking after me around the clock they decided to call the doctor and
I ended up having to stay in a tourist clinic/hospital thing for 36 hours on constant oxygen to see if I could stay in
Puno for the rest of the year. After the 36 hours it turned out I was getting better (I slept and could breathe without
violently coughing) so they sent me home to rest for a week! Imagine all this without knowing a word of the
language and trying to tell the doctors what's wrong with you. ( Some inappropriate misunderstandings were had
much to my amusement).
The rest at home was also quite tough due to the fact that the kitchen where we ate was on the top floor ( 6 or seven
story house I live in) and my room was on the second. That meant climbing four flights of stairs to eat and with
altitude sickness ,trust me, this is not easy.
After a fantastic start to my year and after I had recovered I started school. It's a private school and the same one
my brother goes to. My dad insisted this one to afs as the public schools weren't particularly to his liking. Being the
only white guy in the school, you do draw a lot of attention. My whole year is in my class and that's about 34
students I think. Which means it's easy to make friends especially when some of them speak English. I have
developed a fan following,my best subject at school is English and we play football LOTS.
On one of the first days of school I got invited to a girls 15th party. In Peru girls 15th birthdays are equivalent to
those of the American sweet 16's. I borrowed one of my dad's suits and headed on down the street to the party. To
be honest it looked like something out of the movie reservoir dogs, cigarette in hand, group of six guys dressed in
fancy suits and walking down the slummy looking streets in a line.
I've been out on Lake Titicaca and visited the Uros floating islands and saw beautiful views of the lake from Taquille
island. About 2 or 3 weeks ago my family and I went to Arequipa to visit uncles,aunties and cousins, some work for
my parents and to show me the city. I went to a concert with one of my cousins that was my age and met a some of
her uni friends and some other random people who I seemed to get on quite well for the night. I also went gokarting, explored the city and my grandfather is helping me learn the guitar. Tonight I am going to Arequipa again
and the following day we head on to Lima for my holidays.
Other than that the food is great (surprisingly the pizza), my Spanish is coming along with lots of encouragement
from friends and strangers. I've been to a really dodgy fairground, seen someone get mugged, got kicked by a cross
dresser with big fake plastic breasts and bought a coke for 25 cents NZ. The days are filled with volley ball, soccer
and learning Spanish. The nights with partying and on other nights chilling with the family.
I'm enjoying Peruvian way of life with every thing so cheap, the constant and awesome partying attitude on the
weekends and over 50 varieties of chips sold at the school shop (it seems). I'm looking forward to the snow in the
winter even though it's cold enough already, exploring the rest of South America/Peru and the big lunch I get when I
get home from school. The maid cooks huge amounts of food which I can never seem to finish.
It's around 2 and a half months gone and I've hardly noticed them slip by. Missing the greenery of New Zealand but I
know it'll be there when I get back as will most things.
I'm having an awesome start to the year!
Chau for now
Kieran Simmons
Puno, Peru
:D

Janelle Rolls (Canada) 28 May 2010
Wow time does go quickly when you‟re having sooo much fun!
I only have 46 more days in a place that I call home before I go home. At the moment I‟m soo full of emotions. I am
not sure whether I want to go home (mum don‟t be angry) or if I want to stay in Quebec.
At the moment I‟m having so much fun. It‟s finally gotten hot - about 35 degrees over the weekend, which is
extremely different from the not so warm -35 degrees winter! My family and I are having lots of fun finally doing
some summer activities like having a picnic in the park, playing in the sprinkler, and sunbathing outside.
I am feeling so much more confident in speaking the language, and I am certainly doing much better in school (93% in
a maths exam which made me top of the class!). And I‟m having an absolute blast with my family!
The home stretch is finally here! The months of wanting my departure date to be here right now are gone and now I‟m
just trying to make each day count more.
Home soon.
Janelle
P.S. I had a relief teacher in English class today. He informed me that his parents went to New Zealand a few years ago
and were not happy at having to wait for the sheep to cross the road before they could continue

Janelle in Canada

John Allis with his class in Bolivia
(on the top, far right)

Above: A cheerful group at the May end of stay/
mid stay camp at Waiau Pa.

Left: Kieran Simmons and his host sisters in Peru,
Dressed up for Mothers‟ Day.
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North Shore students currently overseas:
1

James Anderson, Belgium

9 Henry Upton-Birdsall, Sweden

17 Kieran Simmons, Peru

2

John Allis, Bolivia

10 Beatrice Taylor,The Netherlands

18 Jess Meares, Costa Rica

3

Caleb Forlong, Japan

11 Ray Hu, France

19 Phoebe Farrimond-Kelly, Costa Rica

4

Maanihera Kepa, USA

12 Aimee McMillan, Spain

20 Katrina Rothwell, Argentina

5

Katherine Bolton, USA

13 Rachel Devonport, Spain

21 Elena Sutcliffe, Germany

6

Sylvia North, Denmark

14 Janelle Rolls, Canada

7

Samantha Te Au, Denmark

15 Imogen Bell-Butler, Italy

8

Bryan Wong, Denmark

16 Nadine Bergereau, Italy

Sender: AFS North Shore Chapter, PO Box 331686, Takapuna, North Shore City 0740

